Radiation therapy technology has permitted the development of new treatment planning techniques. Involved field, involved node, and involved site radiotherapy fields are discussed and compared. Indications for and implications of combined modality therapy are examined, particularly as pertinent to the adolescent and young adult population.
Introduction
In a review of the past 50 years of Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) discovery, evaluation, management, and therapy, Canellos et al concluded that
[…] despite large-scale clinical trials […] in early-stage disease, the question of the relative benefits of radiation therapy alone versus known-to-be-effective drug treatments alone has been inadequately addressed, in part because of ethical considerations in withholding established therapies and in part by specialty competition. 1 Consequently, the modern era has led primarily to combined modality approaches utilizing combination chemotherapy followed by consolidative radiotherapy. This review will examine the newest consolidative radiotherapy strategies, their definitions, and predicted benefits. In the first randomized clinical trials for early-stage HL, Kaplan and Rosenberg 2 introduced the concept and definition of involved and extended radiation therapy (RT) fields. Although crude by current standards, the studies did show the value of extended fields with increased curability. Nevertheless, it was the late effects of radiotherapy, with increased second malignancies and cardiovascular complications, which negatively impacted survival and became the Achilles heel of HL therapy. 3, 4 Likewise, nitrogen mustard, Oncovin ® or vincristine, procarbazine, and prednisone (MOPP) was an excellent therapy for advanced stage HL with curability not previously seen with single agents, but the late effects of infertility and myelodysplasia/acute leukemia had a similarly negative survival impact. 5 Adriamycin, bleomycin, vinblastine, dacarbazine (ABVD) became the combination regimen of choice in advanced stage HL because it had fewer late effects while being equally efficacious as MOPP and MOPP-containing regimens. 6 Thus, after 50 years, it is now routine to utilize ABVD followed by consolidative RT in early-stage classical HL (cHL) in adolescent, adolescent and young adult (AYA), and adult patients. ABVD has supplanted the need for extended radiotherapy fields but has not yet eliminated the involved field RT (IFRT) consolidation. In pediatric and AYA cHL, other chemotherapy regimens have also been explored, but the radiotherapy concepts and principles are similar. [7] [8] [9] Involved site radiation therapy Recently, the International Lymphoma Radiation Oncology Group (ILROG) published guidelines for a new RT imaging/planning strategy to update and improve consolidative RT. 10 Rather than involved field, which was based on the site of disease and the original 1960s Ann Arbor lymphoid regions, ILROG introduced involved site RT (ISRT). Girinsky et al 11 had introduced involved node RT (INRT), which had a more stringent definition, requiring a prechemotherapy positron emission tomography (PET) in the RT treatment position. ILROG recognized that although a stringent definition was ideal, it was not practical. Therefore, ISRT was adopted, incorporating a prechemotherapy PET, but not requiring that this be in the RT treatment position. Moreover, it utilizes a postchemotherapy treatment planning CT. Most importantly, ISRT is a different concept from IFRT. ISRT is defined as prechemotherapy involved nodes/sites, while IFRT is defined on anatomical boundaries including a whole lymphatic region. In most situations, these volumes may be significantly different.
Of interest is that even with the adoption of ISRT by the radiotherapy community, the application of this new technique is not at all uniform. Hoppe and Hoppe 12 have recently published the results of a survey of 44 expert lymphoma radiation oncologists. Although only 52% responded, it is illuminating to review the outcome of this questionnaire, as it demonstrates how little has changed with the advent of new technology and treatment planning techniques. Seven case presentations were provided, and there were no right answers. All of the seven cases demonstrate that ISRT includes all involved sites as noted on initial PET imaging. Importantly, postchemotherapy CT or PET imaging does not change the ISRT field. In other words, this field has the same intent as that employed originally by Rosenberg and Kaplan 3 utilize RT as the curative modality while chemotherapy, although given first, remains adjunctive.
For example, 1) 48-year old male with stage IIEA cHL of right parotid and ipsilateral high neck. The patient received four cycles of ABVD and had a PET complete response. All expert RT respondents chose to treat the cervical nodes, which were positive at initial PET; the only disagreement was whether to radiate the surgically removed site in the parotid. ISRT did not consider that the patient had a complete remission (CR) to the chemotherapy and that this by itself may be curative, even without the ISRT. 2) A 20-year old female with stage IIXB cHL with supraclavicular, bulky mediastinal, and a diaphragmatic lymph node. She received six cycles of ABVD and achieved a CR, except for some residual PET avidity in the superior mediastinum. The question was basically whether to rely on ABVD for potentially curative benefit in those sites that became PET negative. To these RT experts, ISRT meant treatment of all initially PET-involved sites (56% selected this option) or to treat only the residual PET-avid bulky site (28% selected this option). A second question had concurrence among all experts, limiting ISRT to the pericardial node only, when the only other option was to irradiate the whole heart.
In other words, ISRT maintains the original intent of IFRT (include all initially involved sites) but reduces the planned radiation volume. This change in treatment planning can reduce radiation exposure to the organs at risk, for example, the heart. However, ISRT does not take into account the significant tumor shrinkage or PET CR achieved with successful chemotherapy. As a result, the ISRT radiation field to the mediastinum remains substantial, even following six cycles of successful chemotherapy and consequent mediastinal mass reduction.
Finally, under ideal circumstances, the radiation and medical oncologist should evaluate each patient prior to any treatment. When the initial plan is that of combined modality, then the radiotherapy will be applied according to the concepts of ISRT. Hodgson et al 8 have emphasized that the risks of late toxicity may be significantly different in every single patient, and a strategy of combined modality therapy may be the best for a certain presentation but not ideal for other presentations (eg, a very young girl with mediastinal disease, where chemotherapy alone might a reasonable option). Again, the decision to use or not to use ISRT in certain situations does not depend on the response to chemotherapy, but on a careful plan of the whole treatment strategy (chemotherapy alone vs combined modality), with consideration of the anatomical presentation and other crucial clinical factors such as age. In some situations, ISRT and IFRT fields will be similar, while in the majority of other cases, they will be substantially different.
In pediatrics, the Children's Oncology Group has conducted studies to utilize responseadapted IFRT in intermediate-risk cHL. 13 An analysis of treatment failures confirmed that initially involved sites are most likely to relapse after chemotherapy (but not exclusively). The authors speculated that consolidative ISRT may be a strategy to address such areas at risk while reducing the organ and tissue radiation risks of IFRT. This will be addressed in future prospective clinical trials. Recently, the American College of Radiology has comprehensively reviewed pediatric combined modality therapy of cHL and provided recent guidelines. 14 
Principles of ISRT
ILROG published their field and dose guidelines in 2014. 10 The principles of ISRT were defined in that publication and are summarized here. The concept of ISRT was outlined at that time, including definitions for many parameters utilized in RT planning: gross tumor volume (or visible tumor), clinical target volume, and planning target volume. The authors made a distinction between primary radiotherapy treatment when the clinical target volume should be more generous, as compared to that with RT consolidation when the margin of the radiotherapy volume is adjusted (contoured) for the accuracy of the prechemotherapy treatment volume, but again, not for the postchemotherapy treatment volume. Moreover, it is important to understand that RT planning is performed in three dimensions, and that ideally, the prechemotherapy imaging can be fused with the CT simulation study when available.
The clinical target volume also requires consideration of quality/accuracy of imaging, changes in volume since imaging (but not tumor response), expected patterns of cHL spread, potential subclinical disease at diagnosis, and adjacent organ constraints. Lymph nodes that are <5 cm apart can still be encompassed within one treatment portal, thus enlarging the area at risk for tissue or organ radiation damage. Target volume may also be affected by movement in the chest/upper abdomen, resulting in a 1.5-2 cm margin added in the superior-inferior directions.
Radiation dose takes into consideration the histology (cHL vs NLPHL [nodular lymphocyte
predominance HL]), the clinical presentation, and whether there is suspected residual disease following successful chemotherapy. The field size is not affected, but dosing may be, for example, 2,000 cGy (centiGray) for favorable cHL and 3,000 cGy for unfavorable (as defined by German criteria). Increased dosing is considered when there is a residual mass after planned successful chemotherapy, raising concern for residual disease.
High-quality RT planning requires the ability to utilize CT and PET imaging with simulation position and immobility. Even with the most sophisticated imaging, many of the techniques require clinical judgment. Choosing the smallest volume requires considerations of anatomy, positioning, and available techniques (such as intensity modulated RT [IMRT] and the use of breath-hold). These clinical decisions are keys to limiting late organ damage even if ISRT fields are anticipated. Radiation therapists are often concerned about such tight margins, as they may have the theoretical downside of a geographic marginal miss and the consequent concern for lessened tumor control. However, the risk of geographical miss is low with INRT/ISRT and IMRT methods. [15] [16] [17] Finally, there are no firm guidelines for organ toxicity/late effects in RT lymphoma management, but the principles are adapted from solid tumor oncology.
Late effects of RT
In pediatrics and in young adults, it is particularly important to remember that the use of consolidative radiotherapy requires treatment planning as discussed above, but also understanding that the late effects to normal organs may follow many years thereafter. 8 It is the total years at risk or cumulative risk incidence that needs attention, and this is hardest to project when new techniques are employed. For example, Mulrooney et al 18 have analyzed major cardiac events in adult survivors of childhood cancer and demonstrated that at 25 years of postthoracic RT, the risk of significant coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, valvular disease, or pericarditis was <3%, when the mean dose to the heart was <1,500 cGy. These risks increased to 6%-10% when the cardiac dose was >3,500 cGy. Armstrong et al 19 have emphasized that, in addition to the known RT parameters, there are modifiable risk factors that may also contribute to the known late cardiac toxicities. For example, hypertension significantly increased cardiac risk/events and was independently associated with the risk of cardiac death.
A prognostic score for heart failure has recently been derived in this same patient population, utilizing the parameters of sex, age at cancer diagnosis, anthracycline, and chest radiotherapy doses. 20 Likewise, with the development of second malignancies, the organ at risk (there is no increased risk if the organ is not irradiated) must also be taken into consideration, and breast shielding techniques, for example, have significantly reduced this concern in young women. But the dose administered and the years at risk when small volumes are irradiated must also be taken into consideration in such instances when the breast tissue cannot be spared entirely. In some instances, there may even be a consideration of modifying the RT dose or planned field to limit exposure to an organ at risk.
As RT fields are modified with ISRT, it is critically important that the efficacy of postchemotherapy consolidative RT be continually examined. As pointed out by Hodgson et al, 8 the new fields may not always be substantially smaller than the prior involved field, particularly in the typical bulky mediastinal mass. This is because neither ISRT nor INRT reduce the field size with chemotherapy improvement, but rather, closely conform the field to the prechemotherapy treatment imaging.
The potential future cumulative risks of INRT as compared to IFRT and even prior mantle field irradiation (MFRT) have been assessed in many publications. [21] [22] [23] [24] Most recently, Maraldo et al 25 have developed and analyzed simulation plans for ten patients ≤18 years with stage II supra-diaphragmatic presentations. As expected, INRT resulted in smaller fields and less organ volume at risk. The estimated excess risk of 2,000 cGy INRT was compared to IFRT and MFRT. For lifetime excess risk of lung cancer and breast cancer, INRT resulted in 2.2 and 2.3 mean risk, as compared to IFRT of 3.0 and 4.0, and MFRT of 3.9 and 8.7, respectively. The expected excess cardiac mortality at 25 years fell from 1.5 with MFRT to 1.0 with IFRT and to 0.7 with INRT. This kind of estimation of future risk is simply an estimate and will await the many years required to confirm this analysis.
Decision making in early-stage cHL
Finally, the most important question is when must consolidative radiotherapy be applied, understanding that in the pediatric and young adult age group, the late effects of treatment may be substantial. PET-adapted interim restaging has made it possible to address this question prospectively. 26 Two recent studies in young and older adults illustrate the conundrum of decision making in early-stage nonbulky cHL. Raemaekers et al 27 studied favorable early-stage cHL (median age 31 years, 15-70 years) and prospectively compared ABVD ×3 + INRT vs ABVD ×2 with either consolidation ABVD ×2 when PET negative or if PET positive, 2 BEACOPPesc + INRT. RT in both groups was 3,000 cGy. This study was closed early when there were nine events in the chemotherapy alone group, whereas the combined modality arm had only one event. Progression-free survival at 1 year was 100% for ABVD + RT and 94.4% in the ABVD only group (P=0.026). As emphasized by the authors, It remains difficult […] to balance the advantages of immediate cure with increased toxicity against a higher relapse risk after less intensive first-line treatment with its consequences for intensive salvage therapy. Thus, the correct treatment strategy is in the eye of the beholder. 27 The UK RAPID study prospectively treated 602 patients with stage I-IIA cHL. 28 Fourhundred and twenty six patients became PET negative after three cycles of ABVD (74.6%). If PET was negative, patients were randomized to no further therapy (211 patients) or to IFRT (209 patients); if PET was positive, patients received one additional cycle of ABVD + IFRT. Four-hundred and twenty patients (median age 34 years, 16-75 years) were randomized, and the 3-year progression-free survival favored the RT group (94.6% vs 90.8%), although not statistically significant. Overall survival was similar at 3 years, 97.1% vs 99%, respectively. The UK RAPID authors concluded that Although the noninferiority margin was exceeded in this study, the results suggest that radiotherapy can be avoided for patients with negative PET findings. 28 They also concluded that, in retrospect, the EORTC-LYSA H10 trial of Raemaekers et al 27 demonstrated similar results:
[…] radiotherapy after initial chemotherapy marginally improves the progressionfree survival rate, as compared with chemotherapy alone, but at the expense of exposing to radiation all patients with negative PET findings, most of whom are already cured. 27 Thus, the role of consolidative RT is now seriously challenged in early-stage favorable cHL, although both of the above studies were limited to ages of 15-16+. In addition, several recent references examine this important question in detail. 9, 26, 29 Bulky cHL remains the one presentation for which the recommendation of consolidative RT remains constant. Importantly, however, the IFRT and the ISRT or INRT fields are not that dissimilar, as outlined by Hodgson et al. 8 This is due to the fact that all of these radiation fields are designed on the prechemotherapy imaging rather than the postchemotherapy result. Recently, Aznar et al 30 have examined the value of deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH), demonstrating that this simple technique can significantly lessen the potential late effects to mediastinal tissues/organs by pulling the mediastinal mass up and away from the heart and lungs. In a series of RT treatment planning, the excess relative risk was estimated for 22 patient examples, comparing free breathing vs DIBH and in virtually all categories, DIBH was significantly superior: myocardial infarction, cancer risks of thyroid/lung/breast, Portlock Page 6
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and life years lost. Perhaps, this simple change in radiotherapy technique will result in these predicted benefits, and clinical trials are ongoing.
Conclusion
RT techniques continue to be improved and refined. The aim to date has simply been to encompass all known disease at diagnosis and to utilize the administered chemotherapy as an adjunct to RT, whether IFRT, ISRT, or INRT. For the future, clinical trials will need to examine further the value of ISRT, of DIBH, but more importantly, the role of adjunctive RT: treating only the postchemotherapy volume. This will become even more relevant as new chemotherapy regimens are introduced, utilizing new drugs such as Brentuximab vedotin. 31, 32 
